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Dear Bookseller,
Our list this Spring is the largest and, I believe, much the strongest that we
have ever published. In each area, it builds on recent successes, but it is also our
most inventive list, reaching into almost every sector of the market.
The Gift list is as exciting as ever and we’re all set to take the roaring
success of our Bingos to the next level with a uniquely Australian title, Australia’s
Deadly Animals. We have a large number of new formats, such as Wild Bunch, a
reinvention of the Crazy Eights game, using animals instead of numbers. We have
followed the huge success of Tattoo Tarot, with Movie Tarot, which shows how film
stars’ greatest roles fit perfectly into Tarot archetypes. Poo Bingo takes one of the
most popular gifts of 2019, Who Did This Poo?, into the bestselling bingo series.
We launch a new series on modern and contemporary artists, Art File,
with a book by Jonathan Jones on Tracey Emin. The series of beautiful, small gift
biographies, Lives of the Artists, continues with Frida Kahlo, another very popular
woman artist. This theme is continued in The Short Story of Women Artists,
a brilliantly synoptic account of how women have changed the course of art by
engaging with the female condition. Our fascination with the macabre is explored in
a number of books including Anatomica: The Exquisite and Unsettling Art of Human
Anatomy, which shows through illustration the growing understanding of the
workings of the human body from the Renaissance onwards.
100 Things to Do in a Forest and How to Grow your Dinner Without Leaving
the House touch in a light and engaging way on powerful themes in contemporary
life. Night Vision: A Field Guide to Your Dreams is a particularly beautifully illustrated,
but informative, book that makes a perfect present for a friend or indeed yourself.
In the Children’s list, Marion Deuchars has revived her series of brilliant
activity books with two more—Let’s Make Some Great Art: Animals and Patterns.
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity is the first book in an ambitious series: Words that
Changed the World. The History of Everything in 32 Pages is just that. From Big Bang,
through the creation of the solar system and life on earth, to the human story,
it provides a humanist creation myth.
Last, we are reissuing as a small gift book Virginia Woolf’s How Should One
Read a Book? which answers a question that must be fundamental to every book
buyer and reader.
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MUSIC

666 Songs to Make You
Bang Your Head Until
You Die
A Guide to the Monsters of Rock and Metal
Bruno MacDonald
●● Features 666 standout metal songs from 1960 to
the present day
●● Informed, entertaining and irreverent, this is the
metalhead’s bible
●● Vividly illustrated with sleeves, flyers, posters
and magazine ads
666 Songs to Make You Bang Your Head Until You
Die is the ultimate bible for metalheads, presenting
the best metal songs from the 1960s to the present
day. The selection charts the evolution of the genre
over the last 60 years and each entry is packed with
reviews from contemporary musicians, quotes from
bandmates and fascinating trivia. Vintage artwork
makes it a feast for fans who love it loud.
AUTHOR

Bruno MacDonald is an author, writer
and editor. 1001 Albums You Must Hear
Before You Die, The Rough Guide to Rock
and The Rolling Stones 50, the official
50th anniversary book, are among the

INFO

978 1 78627 652 0
900 illustrations
208 pages
240 x 180 mm

skeletons in his literary closet. When not

AU $39.99

rocking and rolling, he works for an animal

NZ $45.00

rescue organisation in South Africa.

Hardback
AUG 2020

04

ART

Anatomica
The Exquisite and Unsettling Art
of Human Anatomy
Joanna Ebenstein
●● Visually strong collection of illustrations given
prominence for the first time in a book
●● Anatomical illustration is frequently referenced
in contemporary visual culture: this is the
ultimate source
●● Great subject for artists, medics and above all,
enthusiasts of macabre subject matter
For centuries, humankind has sought to know itself
through an understanding of the body, in sickness and
in health, inside and out. This fascination left in its wake
a rich body of artworks that demonstrate not only the
facts of the human body, but also the ways in which
our ideas about the body and its proper representation
have changed over time. Considered both beautiful
and repulsive, illustrated anatomy continues to hold our
interest today and is frequently referenced in popular
culture. Anatomica brings together some of the most
striking, fascinating and bizarre artworks from the 16th
through to the 20th century, exploring human anatomy
in one beautiful volume.
AUTHOR

Joanna Ebenstein is an internationally
recognised expert in the art of anatomy
and creator of the Morbid Anatomy blog,
library and event series. Her books
include Death: A Graveside Companion and
The Anatomical Venus.

INFO

978 1 78627 571 4
250 illustrations
272 pages
263 x 204 mm
AU $49.99
NZ $55.00
Hardback
SEPT 2020
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Magnum Artists
Great Photographers Meet Great Artists
Magnum Photos & Simon Bainbridge
●● Magnum photographers take us into the working
spaces, personal lives and public and private
personnae of some of the world’s most-acclaimed
artists
●● Includes the best-known artists, from Warhol to
Kahlo, shot by the biggest names in photography,
from Capa to Cartier-Bresson
●● Anecdotal texts tell the stories behind each shoot
Matisse and Picasso by Robert Capa, Louise
Bourgeois by Inge Morath, Warhol and de Kooning
by Thomas Hoepker, Bonnard by Henri CartierBresson, Sonia Delaunay by Herbert List, Kiki Smith
by Susan Meiselas and many more. For the first time,
Magnum Artists brings together a collection of over
200 photographs that define the unique relationship
between the world’s greatest photography collective
and the world’s greatest artists.
AUTHOR

Since the 1930s, Magnum Photos has
documented the world’s major events and
personalities. Its incredible array of
photographers continue to share the
co-operative’s pioneering vision to

978 1 78627 505 9
220 illustrations
256 pages
298 x 260 mm

chronicle world events, people, places and

AU $80.00

culture with a powerful narrative that

NZ $90.00

defies convention, shatters the status quo,

Hardback

redefines history and transforms lives.
Simon Bainbridge is an arts editor
specialising in contemporary photography.
He is editorial director of 1854 Media
and has served as the principal editor of
British Journal of Photography since 2003.
He has curated two photography exhibitions
and initiated the UK’s largest annual
public exhibition, 'Portrait of Britain.'
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INFO

AUG 2020

07

ART

Frida Kahlo
Lives of the Artists (Series)
Hettie Judah
●● Part of 'Lives of the Artists' series: highly readable
short biographies of the most popular artists
●● Frida Kahlo led an incredible life and is a hugely
popular and well-known artist
●● Beautifully designed, edited and packaged,
these books are a fantastic option for those who
are curious about the lives of these great artists
and make a lovely gift
Fridamania has made Frida Kahlo’s image ubiquitous:
she has been reborn as a Halloween costume,
Barbie doll, children’s book character, textile print,
phone cover and the inspiration for everything from
cocktails to fashion shoots. But it is more difficult
to get a clear vision of this bold and brilliant, foulmouthed, heavy-drinking, hard-smoking, husbandstealing, occasionally bisexual, often bed-bound,
wheelchair-using, needy, forthright and passionate
woman. Hettie Judah sets out to correct that with
this superb biography of one of the most charismatic
artists of the last 100 years.
AUTHOR

Hettie Judah is senior art critic on
The I and contributor to The Guardian,
The New York Times and many other
publications, books and exhibition
catalogues. She regularly talks

978 1 78627 711 4
20 illustrations
128 pages
181 x 120 mm

about art and with artists, hosting

AU $24.99

conversations and discussions at museums

NZ $29.99

and galleries. She is the author of the

Hardback with half jacket

guide Art London, 2019.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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INFO

Andy Warhol, Artemisia Gentileschi

OCT 2020

ART

Tracey Emin
Art/File (Series)
Jonathan Jones
●● An accessible and expertly written introduction
and overview of Emin's life and work
●● Written by Jonathan Jones (The Guardian)
●● Offers a completely up-to-date view on the work
of one of the most important and respected artists
working today
From some of her previously unpublished early works
from the 1980s, through the period of the 'Young
British Artists' when she first found international
fame and up to her very latest works – many also
published here for the first time – Jonathan Jones
brings together Tracey Emin’s complete career into
one concise and essential volume.
AUTHOR

Jonathan Jones is the art critic for
The Guardian newspaper. He was on the
jury for the 2009 Turner Prize and is
the author of The Loves of the Artists:
Art and Passion in the Renaissance and

INFO

978 1 78627 708 4
100 illustrations
128 pages
220 x 179 mm

Sensations: The Story of British Art

AU $29.99

From Hogarth to Banksy.

NZ $35.00
Paperback with Flaps
NOV 2020

My Bed

Bird Drawings

Tate, lent by the Duerckheim Collection

2003

1998
09

ART

Kusama
A Graphic Biography
Elisa Macellari
●● The first graphic novel on the world-wide cult artist
Yayoi Kusama
●● A fascinating new way to look at one of the
best-known and most intriguing artists of our time
●● By Elisa Macellari, who renders Kusama’s fascinating
life in an amazing graphic style
From rural Japan to international icon – Yayoi Kusama
has spent her remarkable life immersed in her art.
Follow her incredible journey in this vivid graphic
biography, which details her bold departure from
Japan as a young artist, her embrace of the buzzing
New York art scene in the 1960s and her eventual
return home and rise to 21st-century super-fame.
AUTHOR

Elisa Macellari is a Thai–Italian
illustrator. Her clients include the
New York Times, Corriere della Sera,
Mondadori, Feltrinelli and Nobrow Press.
Her first graphic novel, Papaya Salad

INFO

978 1 78627 716 9
400 illustrations
128 pages
170 x 240 mm

(2018), has been published in Italian,

AU $29.99

French and Spanish.

NZ $35.00
Hardback
SEP 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Basquiat
10

Pollock Confidential

ART

The Short Story
of Women Artists
A Pocket Guide to Key Breakthroughs,
Movements, Works and Themes
Susie Hodge
●● A new and innovative approach to the fascinating history
of women artists, from the 16th century to the present
●● Explores the key artists and their works, but also
details the most important themes and movements
as well as the milestone historical breakthroughs that
women artists have made
●● The book for students, enthusiasts and gallery-goers
to understand the complete story of women artists
The Short Story of Women Artists tells the full
history – from the breakthroughs that women have
made in pushing for parity with male artists, to the
important contributions made to otherwise maledominated artistic movements and the forgotten and
obscured artists who are now being rediscovered and
reassessed. Accessible, concise and richly illustrated,
the book reveals the connections between different
periods, artists, and styles, giving readers a thorough
understanding and broad enjoyment of the full
achievements that female artists have made.
AUTHOR

Susie Hodge is an art historian, historian
and artist. She is the bestselling author
of numerous books, among them The Short
Story of Art and
The Short Story of Modern Art.

INFO

978 1 78627 655 1
150 illustrations
224 pages
210 x 148 mm
AU $29.99
NZ $35.00
Paperback with flaps
SEP 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Short Story of Architecture, The Short Story of Art, The Short Story of Film,
The Short Story of Modern Art, The Short Story of Photography
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NATURE

100 Things to do
in a Forest
Jennifer Davis,
illustrations by Eleanor Taylor
●● Reconnecting with nature is a highly desirable goal
in our screen-filled lives
●● The subject can be enjoyed by people of all ages
and in particular families with children
●● The activities are beautifully illustrated
throughout, giving this book great gift potential
In an age when people are in search of new and
more fulfilling experiences to replace screens and
bring families together, this book explores 100 ways
to connect with nature and discover the benefits of
forest fun. From bushcraft activities like whittling
and firelighting to spiritual pursuits like forest
bathing and meditation, forest educator Jennifer
Davis has brought together activities for people of
all ages, helping them to connect with their forests
and woodlands, while discovering the healing and
restorative benefits of a life lived outdoors.
AUTHOR

American writer and ex-pat Jennifer Davis
runs Stonebury Learning in Bristol, UK,
an outdoor learning community that
provides children and adults with
opportunities to explore and develop
connections with the natural world.

INFO

978 1 78627 633 9
90 illustrations
160 pages
220 x 155 mm
AU $35.00
NZ $39.99
Hardback
AUG 2020

12

SELF-HELP

Pottering
A Cure for Modern Life
Anna McGovern,
illustrations by Charlotte Ager
●● A good fit for the 'happiness' sections of
the stores
●● Pottering has its own place alongside the concepts
of mindfulness and flow, with the idea of freeing
your mind and living with acceptance
●● An enjoyable and entertaining read from a
strong authorial voice
This little book is both a discussion and practical
guide to pottering. Author Anna McGovern writes
with charm about the joy and practicality of living
in the meandering moment, not asking too much
of yourself and yet still getting things done in the
gentlest of ways. This is the book for people who
want to discover productivity at an easier pace
and above all the contentment you achieve when
accepting that you can only do what you can do.
A true ode to slow living and an antidote to the
stresses of modern life.
AUTHOR

Anna is a digital producer. After applying
for a job and not getting an interview,
she decided on a part-time career break
one day a week to recharge and potter and
found the power and pleasure in not doing
very much. This is her first book.

INFO

978 1 78627 727 5
32 illustrations
128 pages
178 x 120 mm
AU $24.99
NZ $29.99
Hardback
OCT 2020

13

DIY

How to Build
a Motorcycle
A Nut-and-Bolt Guide to
Customizing Your Bike
Gary Inman,
illustrations by Adi Gilbert
●● A step-by-step how-to book covering first principles
of all the tasks involved in building a custom bike
●● With a glossy 32-page photography section of
finished bikes
●● A reference book for all motorcycle lovers,
from those who merely like to tinker, to riders
taking on a full build
A comprehensive introduction to planning, building
and fettling a custom motorcycle. How to Build a
Motorcycle leads you through all the key stages –
from initially finding the right project for your skill
level, to sourcing a base bike and safely taking on
some full-on bike-building tasks. With clear, easyto-follow instructions, proper advice and specially
commissioned step-by-step illustrations throughout
it is an ideal aid to getting your hands oily.
AUTHOR

Gary Inman is co-founder and editor of
independent motorcycle magazine Sideburn.

INFO

978 1 78627 758 9
300 illustrations
192 pages
230 x 167 mm
AU $35.00
NZ $39.99
Hardback
OCT 2020

14

GARDENING

How to Grow Your
Dinner Without
Leaving the House

Claire Ratinon

Claire Ratinon

How to grow your dinner without leaving the house.

How To Grow Your Dinner Without Leaving The
House is an accessible and joyful guide to growing
your own food – even in the smallest of spaces.
Whether you want to grow flavourful tomatoes
or astounding potatoes, you’ll find the easy-tofollow instructions and beautiful photographs will
help you achieve growing glory. With a focus on
growing organically, this book includes:
• Planning your growing season
• Sowing seeds and raising plants
• Troubleshooting
• Small-scale composting

Don’t let space be the barrier to growing your own
delicious food. If you only have a windowsill and a
hanging basket, there will be a bunch of plants (or
funghi) that you can grow and enjoy.

●● Growing your own vegetables, even without access
to gardens and allotments, appeals to people seeking
a more sustainable and self-suffcient lifestyle

Claire Ratinon

●● This is the ideal next stage for people who have
taken to growing plants

How to grow
your dinner
without leaving
the house.

●● Carries the strong promise of How to Raise a Plant
with the same fresh and gift-worthy approach
$12.99

A vegetable garden is not an option for everyone, and
so container growing has become desirable for people
with little outside space. Many have discovered the
love of growing houseplants and want to take their
skills to another level; others are inspired by the idea
of growing their own food organically and sustainably.
The book covers all the essentials of growing a range of
edible plants in pots, and meeting each crop's specific
needs. Author Claire Ratinon brings her urban food
growing expertise to this popular subject, to encourage
readers to grow their own dinner, even if they've only
got a window box or balcony to work with.
www.laurenceking.com

AUTHOR

Claire Ratinon is an organic food grower

INFO

who's worked in a range of roles from growing
crops for Ottolenghi’s restaurant, Rovi, to
delivering food growing workshops. Claire has
also written and created content for Waitrose

978 1 78627 714 5
100 illustrations
128 pages
205 x 165 mm

Food Magazine, Bloom, The Modern House, The

AU $24.99

Garden Museum and BBC Radio 4’s Gardeners’

NZ $29.99

Question Time.

Flexibind
AUG 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

How to Raise a Plant and Make It Love You Back,
How to Raise a Loaf and Fall in Love with Sourdough
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SELF-HELP

Night Vision
A Field Guide to Your Dreams
Theresa Cheung,
illustrations by Léa Chassagne
●● Combines traditional dream-dictionary type entries
with useful advice on how to take advantage of
your dreams for creativity, problem-solving and
well-being
●● Includes practical tips on dream environments,
lucid dreaming and how to remember your dreams
●● Theresa Cheung is a respected authority in the field
of dream interpretation
Have you ever dreamed that you won the lottery?
That you missed your flight? Or that you got a
radical new haircut? Night Vision is a visual
field guide to the richly rewarding art of dream
interpretation. Begin by learning the techniques,
including getting a good night’s sleep, recalling your
dreams and understanding the symbolic language
through which they unfold. Then you can start
interpreting: more than 50 common dream themes
are explained with beautiful illustrations.
AUTHOR

Theresa Cheung has been researching and
writing about spirituality and personal
transformation for over 20 years. She
is the author of two Sunday Times top
ten bestsellers and her numerous other

INFO

978 1 78627 723 7
36 illustrations
144 pages
198 x 137 mm

bestselling titles include The A to Z

AU $29.99

Dream Dictionary (2019) and 21 Rituals

NZ $35.00

to Change Your Life (2017).

Hardback
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Dream Decoder

ART/ACTIVITY

Miniature Secret
Garden:
A Pocket-sized Adventure Colouring book
Johanna Basford
●● A pocket-sized version of the Secret Garden
colouring book (over 15 million copies sold)
●● Strong gift and self-purchase potential
●● Features 2 brand new and exclusive illustrations
Rediscover colouring with this pocket edition of
Johanna Basford's multi-million bestseller Secret
Garden. Take a ramble through a secret garden
created in beautifully detailed pen-and-ink
illustrations. Bring them to life with colour, while
discovering the wealth of tiny creatures just waiting
to be found in the pages. With gorgeous artworks,
this book will appeal to all ages.
I S B N 978-1-78627-769-5

AUTHOR

Johanna Basford is an illustrator and
ink evangelist who creates intricate and
hand-drawn illustrations rooted in the
flora and fauna that surround her home
in rural Scotland. Johanna's first book,

INFO

978 1 78627 769 5
70 illustrations
108 pages

9

781786 277695

150 x 150 mm

Secret Garden, published by Laurence King,

AU $14.99

was a runaway bestseller and has now been

NZ $16.99

translated into 44 languages.

Paperback with flaps
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Secret Garden
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90000

ART

200 Words to Help You
Talk About Art
Ben Street
●● Designed to demystify jargon-based art language
●● Well-written and digestible text enabling quick and
easy understanding of the topic
●● Part of a series of smart subjects including
philosophy, psychology and music
If you have ever felt at a disadvantage when joining in
a conversation on a subject that you aren’t confident
about, this new series is for you. Each book features
definitions of 200 words frequently used to describe
and discuss a smart subject. Art can be intimidating
to the uninitiated, but with Ben Street’s help you’ll
know your Dada from your diptych in no time.
AUTHOR

Ben Street is an art historian, writer
and lecturer based in London. He has been
a schools and family educator for the
National Gallery, Tate, Dulwich Picture
Gallery, The Museum of Modern Art and the

18

INFO

978 1 78627 693 3
128 pages
181 x 120 mm
AU $19.99

Solomon R Guggenheim Museum (New York) and

NZ $21.99

a lecturer in art history for Christie’s

Hardback

Education, London.

OCT 2020

PHILOSOPHY

200 Words to Help You
Talk About Philosophy
Anja Steinbauer
●● Philosophy is very popular, especially when presented
in an accessible form
●● Well written and digestible text enabling quick and
easy understanding of the topic
●● Part of a series of smart subjects including art,
psychology and music
If you have ever felt at a disadvantage when joining
in a conversation on a subject that you aren’t
confident about, this new series is for you. Each book
features definitions of 200 words frequently used
to describe and discuss a smart subject. Philosophy
can be baffling, as well as fascinating, to the best
of us. Let Anja Steinbauer guide you through doubt,
dialectic, Dao and much more.
AUTHOR

Anja Steinbauer is the founder and
president of London’s largest popular
philosophy association, Philosophy For
All, co-founder of the London School of
Philosophy and is on the editorial team

INFO

978 1 78627 694 0
128 pages
181 x 120 mm
AU $19.99

of Philosophy Now magazine. She also

NZ $21.99

organizes the Philosophy Now Festival.

Hardback
OCT 2020
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ACTIVITY/ART

Find Frida
Catherine Ingram,
illustrations by Laura Callaghan
●● Find Frida Kahlo in 12 colourful scenes that
collectively tell the fascinating story of her life,
her art and her influences
●● Spot a huge cast of contemporary (and some not so
contemporary!) extras, from Kahlo’s collaborators
and famous friends to subsequent artists who have
been inspired by her work
●● Find Frida at home with Diego Rivera, among a
bustling Day of the Dead scene, at an opening in
Paris and in 9 more exciting scenes
Find Frida immerses you in the colourful world of
Frida Kahlo. Find this flamboyant figure across 12
intricately drawn scenes, each detailing a key aspect
of her life – from her eccentric teenaged years and
infatuation with Diego Rivera, to her dynamic arrival
as an international artist, her incredible studio
and house in Mexico and her deep love of Mexican
culture. The scenes are populated with a huge cast
of over 200 extras to also spot – including artists,
filmmakers, writers and photographers – allowing
the book to tell the complete story of Kahlo’s life and
her huge cultural influence.
AUTHOR

After completing an MA in 19th century
Art at the Courtauld Institute of Art,
Catherine Ingram became a graduate scholar
at Trinity College, Oxford. She is now an
author specialising in art history.

978 1 78627 710 7
12 illustrations
40 pages
320 x 240 mm
AU $24.99

Laura Callaghan is an Irish illustrator

NZ $29.99

based in London. Her work is hand drawn

PLC

using a mixture of watercolour, Indian ink
and isograph pen.
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INFO

AUG 2020

GIFT BOOK

Do You Look
Like Your Dog?
Dogs and their Humans
Gerrard Gethings
●● Why do people look like their dogs? Enjoy the
resemblance between dogs and humans in this
funny and adorable book
●● Includes a popular explanation of the psychology
behind the dog and owner lookalike phenomenon
●● Perfect gift for dog lovers
Why DO people look like their dogs? Is it shared
personality traits, an expression of self-love,
or do they grow together over time like old married
couples? This book explores the intense bonds we
develop with our dogs, which are far from only skin,
or even fur, deep. 50 photographs by renowned animal
photographer Gerrard Gethings present insightful
and fun depictions of dogs and their humans and
humourous texts are included in the booklet to
provide clues about these 25 people and their furry
best friends. The book also includes behind the scenes
photos and an interview with the photographer.
AUTHOR

Gerrard Gethings is a photographer and
dog lover known for his characterful
portraits of animals. He has produced
fashion, lifestyle and animal photography
for a wide variety of clients within
editorial, TV and advertising.

INFO

978 1 78627 704 6
50 illustrations
64 pages
178 x 120 mm
AU $19.99
NZ $21.99
Hardback
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Do You Look Like Your Dog? The Game
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GIFT BOOK

How Should One
Read a Book?
Virginia Woolf
●● The first time Woolf’s essay on the power of
reading has been published in a single standalone
volume. Small format, highly packaged hardback –
perfect for till point and Christmas gifting
●● Features a foreword by Sheila Heti
●● Virginia Woolf’s famous feminist essay, A Room of
One’s Own has sold 181k US TCM and 115k UK TCM
across multiple editions
'Where are we to begin? How are we to bring order
into this multitudinous chaos and so get the deepest
and widest pleasure from what we read?' Virginia
Woolf’s short, impassioned essay, How Should One
Read a Book? celebrates the enduring importance
of great literature. In this timeless manifesto on the
written word, rediscover the joy of reading and the
power of a good book to change the world. One of the
most significant writers of the 20th century, Woolf is
as relevant today as she was 100 years ago.
AUTHOR

Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) is regarded
as one of the most important modernist
writers of the 20th Century. Best known
for her novels, including Mrs Dalloway
(1925), To the Lighthouse (1927), Orlando

INFO

978 1 78627 752 7
64 pages
178 x 110 mm
AU $16.99

(1928) and The Waves (1931), Woolf was

NZ $18.99

also a prolific and engaging essayist.

Hardback
OCT 2020
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POETRY

Instagram Poetry
for Every Day
National Poetry Library
●● The first anthology of Instagram poetry
●● Includes over 100 poems from the most popular and
up-and-coming Instagram poets
●● Instagram poetry has become a phenomenon,
with the #poetry appearing on over 31.9m posts
Instagram poetry has become a phenomenon in
recent years, boosting sales of poetry books and
introducing a new generation to verse. This anthology,
the first of its kind, brings together over 100 poems
by both popular names and up-and-coming talent.
Short, relatable and hard-hitting, the poems embrace
contemporary themes of mental health, women's
empowerment, racial prejudice, gender diversity
and political turmoil, as well as the perennial poetic
preoccupations of love, sex and loss. With a wide
range of voices, themes and visual approaches, there
is something here that will speak to all of us.
AUTHOR

Editors Chris McCabe and Jessica Atkinson
are based at the National Poetry Library
in London. Founded in 1953 and opened by
poets T.S. Eliot and Herbert Read, the
National Poetry Library is home to the

Edited by Jessica Atkinson & Chris McCabe
National Poetry Library

INFO

978 1 78627 715 2
100 illustrations
128 pages
197 x 130 mm

most comprehensive collection of poetry in

AU $24.99

the UK. In 2017, NPL curated the world's

NZ $29.99

first Instagram poetry exhibition.

Paperback
SEP 2020
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FASHION

100 Years of Fashion
Pocket Edition
Cally Blackman
●● New pocket edition of a bestselling title
●● Chronicles the fascinating history of women’s
fashion through a period of rapid social change
●● Includes photographs, illustrations and advertising
material
This book documents the most exciting and diverse
period in fashion: from 1900 on, when women’s lives
and manner of dress changed dramatically.
From home dressmaking to couture, from rationing
to 'The New Look,' from the birth of the teenager
to mass manufacture, this selection of over 400
photographs and illustrations tells the fascinating
story of a fashion revolution. 100 Years of Fashion
will appeal to everyone with an interest in fashion.
AUTHOR

Cally Blackman is a writer and lecturer,
who teaches at various institutions,
including Central Saint Martin’s College
of Art & Design, London. Her previous
publications include 100 Years of Menswear,

INFO

978 1 78627 682 7
400 illustrations
400 pages
200 x 156 mm

100 Years of Fashion Illustration, Costume:

AU $29.99

From 1500 to the Present Day and The 20s

NZ $35.00

and 30s: Flappers and Vamps.

Paperback
OCT 2020

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

100 Years of Fashion,
24

First Edition

ART/DESIGN

Colour
A Workshop for Artists and Designers,
Third Edition
David Hornung
●● Thoroughly revised edition of highly successful
guide to colour application in painting, textiles,
graphic design and illustration
●● Includes more contemporary examples and greater
digital presence throughout
●● New assignments and design refreshed for
enhanced relevance and readability
Taking a practical approach to colour, Colour: A
Workshop for Artists and Designers is an invaluable
resource for art students and professionals alike.
With its sequence of specially designed assignments
and in-depth discussions, it effectively bridges
the gap between colour theory and practice to
inspire confidence and understanding in anyone
working with colour. This third edition is updated
with more contemporary examples drawn not just
from painting, but from textiles, graphic design,
illustration and animation. An expanded discussion
of digital techniques, new assignments and a
refreshed design have all been brought together 		
to create a highly readable and relevant text.
AUTHOR

David Hornung is Professor of Art at
Adelphi University in Garden City, New
York. He has exhibited his paintings in
many solo and group exhibitions in the US
and UK.

INFO

978 1 78627 634 6
385 illustrations
160 pages
280 x 216 mm
AU $49.99
NZ $55.00
Paperback
AUG 2020

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

Colour, Second Edition
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FASHION

Draping: 				
The Complete Course
Second Edition
Karolyn Kiisel
●● Revised and updated edition of a bestselling
publication with 40 video tutorials including
10 brand new ones
●● Draping is an essential skill for all fashion designers
●● Projects based on iconic designs of key garments
(classic, contemporary and costume) taken from
global dress or inspired by film
Draping – the art of using muslin to design directly
on a mannequin – is an essential skill for fashion
students. Covering the most basic to more advanced
techniques, this series of master classes provides
a complete course. Starting with the basics of
preparing the mannequin and fabric, the book
advances through pinning, trimming and clipping
and creating shape using darts and tucks, to adding
volume using pleats and gathers and handling
complex curves. Advanced skills include how to use
support elements and how to handle bias draping.
Each skill and technique throughout the book is
explained with step-by-step photographs and
line drawings that bring to life the art of creating
womenswear in three dimensions.
AUTHOR

Karolyn Kiisel is currently teaching
costume at the historic Theater Academy of
Los Angeles City College, California and
taught in the fashion department at Otis
College of Art and Design in Los Angeles

INFO

978 1 78627 231 7
1050 illustrations
368 pages
300 x 220 mm

for over 20 years. Her fashion designs

AU $100.00

have been sold internationally and her

NZ $110.00

costume work has appeared widely on screen

Flexibind

and stage.

JUL 2020

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
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Draping, First Edition

DESIGN

Designing Type
Second Edition
Karen Cheng
●● Specific and comprehensive guide to type design
●● Lavishly illustrated with type specimens and
diagrams drawn from a wide range of classic and
contemporary examples
●● This second edition has been updated to include
more on the creative process of designing typefaces
Designing Type is a comprehensive guide to
type design, often hailed as a 'must-have' for
typographers, graphic designers and students. In
this revised edition, the author provides more indepth discussion of the processes behind developing
typefaces and the basic issues that need to be taken
into consideration such as visual principles and letter
construction, optical compensation and legibility and
the relationships between letters and shapes in a
font. The book's design has been refreshed with
the introduction of more contemporary typefaces,
more explanatory diagrams and a closer connection
between text and corresponding image.
AUTHOR

Karen Cheng is professor in the Visual
Communication Design programme at the
University of Washington in Seattle where
she teaches type design and typography.
She is a professional designer and her

INFO

978 1 78627 748 0
275 illustrations
248 pages
280 x 216 mm

work has been published in Communication

AU $49.99

Arts, Print and ID Journal.

NZ $55.00
Paperback with Flaps
OCT 2020

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

Designing Type
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From: Who's Hiding in the Jungle?
A Spot and Match Game
© Caroline Selmes
978 1 78627 656 8
AU $24.99
NZ $29.99
OCT 2020

Children’s
Books & Gifts

ACTIVITY BOOK

Let’s Make
Some Great Art:
Animals & Patterns
Marion Deuchars
●● Interactive activity books from Marion Deuchars,
focusing on all things animal and pattern-making!
●● Activities include fingerprint art, collaging, drawing,
painting and more
●● By the author of the bestselling Let’s Make Some
Great Art
From drawing and painting to collaging and printing,
these books include all kinds of art activities to
engage budding artists. Get creative as you blowpaint your own strange creatures, make hand print
animals, or use paper and fingerprints to make
greyhounds, giraffes and tigers or draw, paint and
collage all kinds of amazing patterns. Spark your
imagination and get creative as you make maze
patterns, tessellating patterns, mosaics and even
multi-coloured marbling patterns.
AUTHOR

Marion Deuchars is the bestselling author

INFO

of the 'Let’s Make Some Great Art' series.

Animals
978 1 78627 685 8

Her work has appeared in Samsung ads,

80 illustrations

Formula 1 posters and Royal Mail stamps.

80 pages

Her books have won six international
awards and she is one of six UK designers

289 x 210 mm

at Helsinki’s World Design Capital

AU $19.99

celebrations.

NZ $21.99
Paperback with Flaps
SEP 2020
INFO

Patterns
978 1 78627 687 2
80 illustrations
80 pages
289 x 210 mm
AU $19.99
NZ $21.99
Paperback with Flaps
SEP 2020

30

31

GAME

The Wild Bunch
A Crazy Eights Card Game
Magma,
illustrations by Leanne Bock
●● A discard game based on Crazy Eights
(UNO is based on the same game)
●● Features animals instead of numbers so that
children can quickly and intuitively play
●● Beautiful illustrations will teach children about
different kinds of animal
Get crazy with The Wild Bunch! This discard game,
based on Crazy Eights, will have you up to your ears
in lions, monkeys, wombats and whales as you try
to get rid of your cards before anyone else. The deck
features animals instead of numbers so kids of any
age can understand and play and there are loads of
exciting action cards to change things up: play the
crab to reverse direction, or the kangaroo to skip over
the next player!
AUTHOR

Leanne Bock is a Melbourne-based graphic
designer and illustrator. Her strong skill
set covers illustration, graphic design,
art direction and typography. Leanne also
likes drawing, surfing, dogs and drawing
surfing dogs.

INFO

978 1 78627 696 4
89 cards in box
132 x 92 mm
AU $19.99
NZ $21.99
AUG 2020

32

33

GAME

Poo Bingo
Claudia Boldt & Aidan Onn
●● An easy-to-play bingo game for children and
families
●● Features 48 illustrations of animals and their poo!
●● Includes 8 double-sided game boards so can be
played many times over by up to 8 players
Discover all you ever wanted to know about poo —and
more — with Poo Bingo! Featuring 24 animals and
their uniquely shaped poos, this is the bingo game to
end all bingo games. Kids will delight in discovering
that wombats poo in cubes and that penguins poo
in squirts that are different colours depending on
what they’ve eaten! Be the first to fill your game
card with animals and poos to win BINGO!
AUTHOR

Claudia Boldt grew up in Cologne, Germany
and moved to the UK to study. She has
written and illustrated a number of books.

INFO

978 1 78627 746 6
Boxed game
220 x 220 mm

Writer Aidan Onn was born in the UK but

AU $29.99

grew up in Hong Kong.

NZ $35.00
AUG 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Dinosaur Bingo, Jungle Bingo, Scary Bingo

ACTIVITY

Make Your Own
Fairy Tale: Snow White
Kirsti Davidson
●● A charming press-out set for children to easily
assemble and play
●● Contains 8 press-out sheets that make all the
necessary characters and props to reenact
the story
●● Combines popular Make Your Own format with
much-loved children’s classic
Press out and play along as you read! Eight pressout sheets give you all the characters and props
you need to reenact the story of Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs. From Snow White herself to the
wicked queen and the huntsman (and of course
all seven dwarfs!) you can act out the story while
you read it or invent alternate versions. Comes with
a fully illustrated booklet that tells the story for
grown-ups to read to little ones as they play or for
bigger kids to enjoy themselves.
AUTHOR

Kirsti Davidson is an illustrator and
surface pattern designer based in
Brighton, UK.

INFO

978 1 78627 738 1
19 press-out models in box
145 x 145 mm
AU $21.99
NZ $24.99
OCT 2020
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GAME

Who’s Hiding
in the Jungle?
A Spot and Match Game
Caroline Selmes
●● Easy to learn, totally addictive gameplay!
●● Captivating drawings by the same illustrator as
Dinosaur Bingo, Jungle Bingo and I Saw It First!
●● Find the matching animals before anyone else can!
Pick a card, any card! Now pick another. With one
landscape card and one animal card, there will only
ever be one animal that features on both. Can you
be the first to find it? Featuring Caroline Selmes’s
delightful animal illustrations and jungle scenes,
Who's Hiding in the Jungle? will have the whole
family in stitches!
AUTHOR

Caroline Selmes is an illustrator and
former advertising art-director based
in London. Her projects for Laurence King
include I Saw it First! Jungle, I Saw
it First! Ocean, Dinosaur Bingo and
Jungle Bingo.

INFO

978 1 78627 656 8
63 cards in box
225 x 114 mm
AU $24.99
NZ $29.99
OCT 2020
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GAME

Wonder Women Bingo
Isobel Thomas,
illustrations by Laura Bernard
●● An easy-to-play bingo game for children and families
●● Features 48 inspiring women from all over the world
●● Includes 8 double-sided game boards so can be
played many times over by up to 8 players
In this fun, affordable bingo game you can fill your
game card with inspiring women from across the
world and across history! Team up Serena Williams,
Simone Biles, Amelia Earhart and Greta Thunberg
for a line or fill your card with Valentina Tereshkova,
Malala Yousafzai, Emmeline Pankhurst and more for
BINGO! Contains 48 illustrated chips, game board,
eight double-sided bingo cards, counters for you to
mark up your card and an illustrated booklet with
short bios about each of these Wonder Women.
AUTHOR

Laura Bernard is an illustrator, pattern
designer and all-round creative with a
passion for watercolour based in NZ.

INFO

978 1 78627 733 6
Boxed game
220 x 220 mm

Isabel Thomas is a children’s author

AU $29.99

who has been shortlisted for the Royal

NZ $35.00

Society Young People’s Book Prize, the
ASE Science Book of the Year and the

AUG 2020

Blue Peter Book Awards.
ALSO AVAILABLE

Dinosaur Bingo, Jungle Bingo,
Scary Bingo
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37

CHILDREN’S ART/ACTIVITY
CHILDREN’S ART/ACTIVITY
CHILDREN’S ART/ACTIVITY

Myth
Myth World
World

Fantastical
Fantastical Beasts
Beasts to
to Colour
Colour and
and Explore
Explore
Good Wives and Warriors
Good Wives and Warriors
exquisite colouring
colouringcompanion
companionto
tothe
thebestselling
● ● An exquisite
● An exquisite colouring companion to the bestselling
bestselling
Myth
MatchMyth
title Match title
Myth Match title
● ● Featuring a collection of beautifully illustrated
● Featuring a collection of beautifully illustrated
mythical creatures from around the world,
mythical creatures from around the world,
bring them to life with colour and learn about
●● bring them to life with colour and learn about
these legendary monsters along the way
these legendary monsters along the way
● Created by Good Wives & Warriors, the internationally
●● Created
Created by
the
internationally
byGood
GoodWives
Wives&&Warriors,
Warriors,
the
renowned duo of illustrators behind Mythopedia
renowned duo of
illustrators
Mythopedia
internationally
renowned
duobehind
of illustrators
behind
and Myth Match
and Myth Match
Mythopedia
and Myth Match
Journey to a fantastical realm, where extraordinary
Journey to a fantastical realm,
realm, where
where extraordinary
extraordinary
mythical beasts are waiting to be brought to life.
mythical beasts are waiting
waiting to
to be
be brought
brought to
to life.
life.
From the unicorn and the dragon to the kraken and
From the unicorn and the dragon
dragon to
to the
the kraken
kraken and
and
the qilin, there’s a magical world of wonder to colour
the qilin, there’s a magical
magical world
world of
of wonder
wonderto
to colour
colour
and explore.
and explore.
AUTHOR
AUTHOR

Becky Bolton and Louise Chappell have
and Louise
Louise Chappell
Chappell have
have
Becky Bolton and
been working collaboratively as Good
collaboratively as
as Good
Good
been working collaboratively
Wives and Warriors since 2007, soon
Wives and Warriors
Warriors since
since 2007,
2007, soon
soon after
after graduating from the Painting
after graduating
from
the Painting
graduating
from the
Painting
Department
Department at The Glasgow School of
Department
at The
Glasgow
School
at
The Glasgow
School
of Art.
Theyofdivide
Art. They divide their time between
Art. They
their
time between
their
timedivide
between
designing
large-scale
designing large-scale installations
designing large-scale
installations
installations
and undertaking
design
and undertaking design commissions for
and undertaking
design commissions
commissions
for companies
in the UK for
and
companies in the UK and abroad.
companies in the UK and abroad.
abroad.

ALSO
ALSO AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
ALSO AVAILABLE

Myth
Myth Match,
Match, Mythopedia
Mythopedia
Myth Match, Mythopedia

FANTASTICAL BEASTS TO COLOUR AND EXPLORE
FANTASTICAL BEASTS TO COLOUR AND EXPLORE

INFO
INFO

978 1 78627 797 8
78627 797
797 88
978 1 78627
30 illustrations
30 illustrations
64 pages
64 pages
289 x 210 mm
210 mm
mm
289 x 210
Paperback
Paperback
AU
$19.99
£9.99
£9.99
NZ
$21.00
NOV 2020
NOV 2020
Paperback
NOV 2020

NON-FICTION

Green Nation Revolution
Use Your Future to Change the World
Valentina Giannella, Manuela Marazzi &
Lucia Esther Maruzzelli
●● Following on from the success of We Are All Greta,
Green Nation Revolution explores what happens
next in the fight against climate change
●● For anyone looking to understand the Green
Nation, this book explains what it is, how it works
and what role you can play within it
●● With clear text and detailed case studies, this book
presents information in a scientifically accurate
and easily accessible way
Valentina Giannella
and Lucia Esther Maruzzelli
Illustrations by Manuela Marazzi

Take your place in the Green Nation, a nation without
geographical borders that unites the youth of today in
their fight for the planet. From the economy and new
professions to advanced technology and sustainable
start-ups, learn how the world needs to change in
order to secure its future and find out what role you
can play in that change. With in-depth text and data,
this crucial book will answer readers’ questions on
what comes next in the fight against climate change.

I S B N 978-1-78627-764-0

AUTHOR

Valentina Giannella and Lucia Esther
Maruzzelli are journalists and authors
putting young people, the environment
and the future at the top of their agendas.

INFO

978 1 78627 764 0
20 illustrations
128 pages

781786 277640

210 x 170 mm

Manuela Marazzi is an illustrator from

AU $19.99

Naples who has worked on several books and

NZ $21.99

projects promoting environmental protection.

9

Paperback
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

We Are All Greta
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9000

GIFT BOOK

The Mermaid Atlas
Merfolk of the World
Anna Claybourne,
illustrations by Miren Asiain Lora
●● Get to know your mermaids with facts and stories
about mermaid folklore from all around the world
●● Includes fun feature spreads on mermaid homes,
mermaid sightings, ancient mermaids and more
●● Beautifully illustrated by Miren Asiain Lora
Magical and mysterious, the merfolk of the
world are notoriously elusive, but this enchanting
compendium will reveal their secrets. Learn all
about the beautiful Selkies of the Scottish seas,
the wily Iara of Brazil who love to outwit travellers
and the fearful Ningyo of Japan who can give you
eternal life. This captivating book features a mix of
mermaid 'facts' and short retellings of some of the
most magical and enticing traditional merfolk tales.
AUTHOR

Anna Claybourne is a children’s author
who has written non-fiction books on a
wide variety of topics and has retold
several myths and legends.

978 1 78627 584 4
84 illustrations
48 pages
290 x 225 mm

Miren Asiain Lora is an award-winning

AU $29.99

illustrator, currently living in Buenos

NZ $35.00

Aires. Miren has created beautiful
illustrations for picture books, posters
and more.

40

INFO

PLC
AUG 2020
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GIFT BOOK

Mythopedia
An Encyclopedia of Mythical Beasts
and Their Magical Tales
Good Wives and Warriors
●● Featuring myths from around the world, the stories
cover a diverse range of cultures as well as creature
types
●● Perfect for bedtime stories, independent reading
and school projects
●● Beautiful artwork from Good Wives and Warriors,
illustrators of Myth Match
From the West African fable of Anansi the Spider,
to Tanuki, the sweet but troublesome racoon-dog
of Japanese folklore, this encyclopedia of mythical
creatures covers legends, tales and myths from
around the world.
AUTHOR

Becky Bolton and Louise Chappell have been
working collaboratively as Good Wives and
Warriors since 2007, soon after graduating
from the Painting Department at The Glasgow
School of Art. They divide their time

INFO

978 1 78627 690 2
128 illustrations
128 pages
290 x 225 mm

between designing large-scale installations

AU $35.00

and undertaking design commissions for

NZ $39.99

companies around the world.

Hardback
SEP 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

42

Myth Match

43

ACTIVITY BOOK

Skulk
A Lost Shadow’s Puzzle Adventure
Robin Etherington,
illustrations by Renaud Vigourt
●● A unique and original puzzle adventure featuring
a boy and his lost shadow
●● Set in a fantastical and mysterious castle – can you
outwit the traps set on each floor and guide Skulk
out of the darkness to the light at the top?
●● Created by Robin Etherington, the author of mindbending children’s graphic novels, puzzle books and
illustrated novels
Enter Castle Chiaroscuro, where the Boy and
his shadow, Skulk, have been separated and are
desperate to find each other. Now Skulk must
navigate his way up from the deep dungeons,
solving a fiendish puzzle at every level. This unique
and entirely original puzzle adventure book will test
courageous puzzle fans to their limits!
AUTHOR

Robin Etherington is a children’s author
who has created graphic novels, comics
and puzzle books. He is the writer
behind Long Gone Don and Monkey Nuts.

978 1 78627 594 3
32 illustrations
32 pages
240 x 240 mm

Renaud Vigourt is an illustrator living

AU $24.99

and working in Besançon, France. He is

NZ $29.99

a founding member of the Superseñor
workshop promoting artisanal printing.

44

INFO

Hardback
SEP 2020

NON-FICTION

Be a Super
Awesome Artist
Henry Carroll & Rose Blake
●● From the bestselling author of Be a Super
Awesome Photographer and the 'Read This' series,
Henry Carroll
●● Uses artworks by known artists as springboards
for creative art challenges
●● Also includes extra spreads on art materials and
techniques and a brief history of art
Become a super-awesome artist with this fantastic
new book. Using real examples of art for inspiration,
this great book features 20 exciting art challenges
to help you create your own masterpieces.
Channel the artistic genius within and you’ll be
painting like Pollock, doodling like Duchamp,
and creating like Kahlo in no time!
AUTHOR

Henry Carroll studied photography at
the Royal College of Art and his work
has been exhibited worldwide. Henry’s
clear, jargon-free style of teaching has
demystified the art world and inspired
children to get creative.
Rose Blake is an illustrator and artist
from London. Her book A History of
Pictures for Children (2018), written by

INFO

978 1 78627 762 6
125 illustrations
64 pages
210 x 191 mm
AU $19.99
NZ $21.99
PLC
OCT 2020

David Hockney and Martin Gayford, won the
New Horizons award at the 2019 Bologna
Children’s Book Fair. Her latest project,
Meet the Artist: Andy Warhol, will be
published alongside Warhol’s retrospective
at the Tate Modern in 2020. She won the
D&AD New Blood award in 2009.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Be a Super Awesome Photographer

45

NON-FICTION

Albert Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity
Words That Changed The World (Series)
Carl Wilkinson,
illustrations by James Weston Lewis
●● An accessible guide to the concept of relativity
and the impact of Albert Einstein’s world-changing
words
●● Bold, beautiful illustrations and a striking design
give this title great crossover appeal
●● Fitting into current trends for both STEM and
biographies
Understand how Einstein came to write the most
famous equation in history and see how the world
was changed forever. Broken into ten bite-sized
chapters, this step-by-step journey through Einstein’s
mind takes his original manuscripts and makes them
accessible to budding scientists everywhere.
AUTHOR

Carl Wilkinson is a writer and editor
with over 20 years’ experience.
James Weston Lewis graduated in 2007
from the University of West England,

978 1 78627 750 3
64 illustrations
64 pages
370 x 275 mm

where he focused on woodcut and linocut

AU $35.99

printmaking. His background in this area

NZ $39.99

heavily influences his illustration,

Hardback

which combines simple block colours with
intricate detail.
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INFO

AUG 2020

NON-FICTION

The History of
Everything in 32 Pages
Anna Claybourne,
illustrations by Jan Van Der Veken
●● A visual guide to 'everything' – from the Big Bang
and the formation of the solar system, right up to
the modern day
●● Heavily illustrated with beautiful and informative
artwork
●● Compact and concise, so you can cover this hugeranging subject in just one book
From the Big Bang and the creation of the stars,
through the evolution of plants and animals,
the dawn of the dinosaurs and on toward the first
humans, early civilizations, empires and technology,
this incredible book will take you through the history
of, well, everything! Fourteen exciting double-page
spreads draw the reader into a world of discovery.
Each fascinating scene depicts a key development in
life on earth, illustrated in a colourful and engaging
way and packed with interesting facts and figures.
AUTHOR

Anna Claybourne is a children’s author
who has written non-fiction books on a
wide variety of topics, including science
and technology, computers, wildlife,
art and craft, history, the paranormal
and archaeology.
Jan Van Der Veken is a Belgian artist
who uses his unique aesthetic to create
informative and commanding illustrations.

INFO

978 1 78627 683 4
32 illustrations
32 pages
350 x 260 mm
AU $29.99
NZ $35.00
Hardback
OCT 2020
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NON-FICTION

The Homes We Build
A World of Houses and Habitats
Anne Jonas
●● Learn how humans have built dwellings to suit all
kinds of habitats
●● Fully illustrated with clear, engaging artwork
●● Intelligent, simple and original text presented in
a clean, appealing design
Adapting themselves to all kinds of landscapes
and climates, humans have used their architectural
ingeniousness to build amazing dwellings. Find them
here, from stilt houses and igloos to tree houses
and skyscrapers.
AUTHOR

Anne Jonas has written non-fiction books
for children on a wide range of topics,
including history and architecture.

INFO

978 1 78627 647 6
100 illustrations
64 pages
240 x 310 mm
AU $29.99
NZ $35.00
Hardback
AUG 2020
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ACTIVITY BOOK

Pierre The Maze
Detective: The Curious
Case of the Castle in
the Sky
Hiro Kamigaki and IC4DESIGN
●● A new adventure for Pierre and Carmen,
taking them to the mysterious and visually
stunning castle in the sky
●● Featuring new full-spread mazes and seekand-find challenges in IC4DESIGN’s popular
and instantly recognizable trademark style
●● Suitable for all detectives aged 8+
The waterways and streets of Canal City are
brimming with people as crowds gather on the
eve of the Maze Egg carnival. But the legendary Maze
Egg is gone and Pierre and Carmen find themselves
on the case. Can you help them return the Maze
Egg to its rightful home before it’s too late? Make
your way through each beautifully-illustrated maze,
finding the hidden objects that Pierre and Carmen
need to solve the mystery and save the day!
AUTHOR

IC4DESIGN are a collective of illustrators
based in Hiroshima, Japan. Founded by
Hirofumi Kamigaki, they were elected one
of the 200 Best Illustrators Worldwide
and were one of American Illustration’s

INFO

978 1 78627 724 4
17 illustrations
36 pages
350 x 260 mm

and the Society of Illustrators’ selected

AU $29.99

illustrators. Clients include Amtrak,

NZ $35.00

the New York Times, Ogilvy Italy, Adobe,

PLC

Newsweek and Toyota.

AUG 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Pierre the Maze Detective: The Search for the Stolen Maze Stone and
Pierre The Maze Detective: The Mystery of the Empire Maze Tower
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Gifts

GAME

Australia’s Deadly
Animals Bingo
And Other Dangerous Creatures
from Down Under
Chris Humfrey,
illustrations by Marcel George
●● Follows success of Bird, Bug, Dog, Cat and
Ocean Bingo
●● A fun game for children and adults to play together
●● 64 dangerous Australian creatures to learn about
and scare yourself silly!
This family-friendly game is packed with weird,
wonderful and terrifying creatures for hours of bingo
fun. Includes such favourites as the great white
shark, box jellyfish, Tasmanian devil and Australian
death adder, as well as lesser known animals like
the Australian paralysis tick and the flamboyant
cuttlefish. Boasting 64 of Australia’s most deadly,
beautiful and just downright surprising species,
this bingo game is filled with fun facts and glorious
illustrations that are guaranteed to delight kids and
adults alike. Mark each species off on your card as
it’s called and be the first to shout BINGO!
AUTHOR

Chris Humfrey is a zoologist and founder
of Wild Action zoo north of Melbourne.
He has over 2,000 native animals including
cassowaries, koalas, snakes, wedge-tailed
eagles and more.

Marcel George is a London-based illustrator

INFO

978 1 78627 702 2
Boxed game
262 x 236 mm
AU $35.00
NZ $39.99
JULY 2020

who specialises in creating hand-painted
contemporary watercolour illustrations.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Bird Bingo, Bug Bingo, Cat Bingo, Dog Bingo, Monkey Bingo, Ocean Bingo
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GAME

Do You Look
Like Your Cat?
Match Cats with their Humans:
A Memory Game
Gerrard Gethings & Debora Robertson
●● Follow-up to the bestselling Do You Look Like
Your Dog?
●● Spot the resemblance between cats and their
people in this funny and adorable matching game
●● Perfect gift for cat lovers
Pair up the cats with their humans in this hilarious
card game. Fifty cards depict fun photographs of
cats and owners and humorous texts are included
in the booklet to provide clues about 25 people and
their furry best friends. Play as a memory game with
the cards face down for added entertainment.
Collect the most pairs to win! This is the perfect gift
for cat lovers and fans of Do You Look Like Your Dog?
AUTHOR

Gerrard Gethings is a photographer
renowned for his characterful portraits
of animals. He has produced fashion,
lifestyle and animal photography
for editorial, TV and advertising.

978 1 78627 703 9
50 cards in box
144 x 100 mm
AU $24.99

Debora Robertson is a journalist,

NZ $29.99

writer and editor specialising in all

OCT 2020

matters domestic: from food, homes,
and gardens to modern manners, dogs
and decluttering.

ALSO AVAILABLE

54

INFO

Do Your Look Like Your Dog?

GAME

Match These Bones
A Dinosaur Memory Game
Paul Upchurch,				
illustrations by James Barker
●● Follow-up to the bestselling Match a Pair of Birds,
Match a Track and others
●● Reunite the dinosaurs with their skeletons,
learning about your favourite species and how
they were discovered
●● Dinosaurs are a perennial favourite with children
Match the dinosaurs with their skeletons in the latest
in our bestselling range of memory games. Discover
fascinating facts as you play, from which dinosaurs
had feathers (and how this shows they evolved from
birds) to what those spikes on triceratops’ skulls are
really for. Everything we know about dinosaurs today
comes from the discovery of bones and fossils.
The perfect buy for dinosaur experts!
AUTHOR

James Barker is a London-based
illustrator whose work is inspired by
nature, natural history and literary
references. His medium of choice is
coloured pencils in a naïve style.

INFO

978 1 78627 719 0
50 cards in box
144 x 100 mm
AU $24.99

Previous clients include the Natural

NZ $29.99

History Museum and Clipper Tea.

AUG 2020

Paul Upchurch is Professor of
Palaeobiology at University College
London.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Match a Pair of Birds, Match a Track, Match a Leaf, Match a Mummy
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GAME

Animal Mah-Jong
Ryuto Miyake
●● A contemporary take on the classic game,
featuring animals from all over Asia rather than
the basic line drawings of the original
●● Mah-Jong is perennially popular in the west and
is enjoying a resurgence among young people
●● Affordable card format is much more accessible
than tiles
Animal Mah-Jong takes the classic Chinese tile
game and updates it for a contemporary audience
in this affordable format. Rather than the traditional
line drawings of bamboo and Chinese characters,
it features Ryuto Miyake’s stunning animal
illustrations – each suit features Asian land, sea,
and air animals. Get ready to pong and chow like
you never have before!
AUTHOR

Ryuto Miyake is an illustrator and graphic
designer based in Tokyo, with a particular
interest in birds.

INFO

978 1 78627 697 1
Boxed game
464 x 193 mm
AU $39.99
NZ $45.00
OCT 2020
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GIFT

Movie Tarot
A Hero’s Journey in 78 Cards
Diana McMahon Collis,
illustrations by Natalie Foss
●● Tarot like you’ve never seen it before,
with meanings conveyed through the complex
emotional roles of movie characters
●● Map your own hero’s journey, looking to Sigourney
Weaver in Alien for strength, to Donnie Darko
as death and to Uma Thurman in Kill Bill for
judgment ... among a whole cast of others
●● Includes a booklet explaining the roles of the
major and minor arcana and instructions on how
to create your own readings
Map your own hero’s journey in this unique new
tarot inspired by movie characters. Begin with Tom
Hanks in Forrest Gump as the Fool, Morgan Freeman
in Shawshank Redemption for Temperance and
Julie Andrews in The Sound of Music for the Sun and
you’ll find a perfectly suited character represents
every card. Includes 78 cards that work as a fully
functional tarot deck, plus a booklet which explains
the choice of movie stars and the deeper personality
traits they embody, as well as information on how to
interpret the cards and conduct your own readings.
AUTHOR

Natalie Foss is a Norwegian illustrator
who focuses on bold colours, patterns
and emotions. Clients include Penguin,
Little White Lies and the BBC.

978 1 78627 721 3
78 cards in box
160 x 108 mm
AU $24.99

Diana McMahon Collis is a tarot

NZ $29.99

consultant, co-founder of the Tarot

OCT 2020

Association of the British Isles and
author of the bestselling Tattoo Tarot.
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INFO

GAME

The Art Game
New edition, fifty cards
James Cahill & Holly Black,		
illustrations by Mikkel Sommer
●● Features world-famous modern and contemporary
artists from Matisse and Kahlo, to Damien Hirst
and Tracey Emin
●● This new edition redresses the gender imbalance
in the modern art canon and includes 50/50
male/female artists
●● Learn fun facts about artists while playing this
fun card game. Biographies of featured artists are
also included in the booklet
Piet Mondrian or Andy Warhol – Damien Hirst or
Banksy – whose artworks have been the most
influential? The most shocking? The most expensive?
How about their versatility or critical reception?
These playing cards allow art lovers of all ages to
play their favourite artists against each other to
discover who rules the art world.
AUTHOR

Mikkel Sommer was born in 1987 in
Copenhagen. He currently works in
illustration, design for animation,
and comic books. He lives in Berlin,
Germany with his wife and daughter.
James Cahill and Holly Black are freelance

INFO

978 1 78627 718 3
50 cards box
115 x 90 mm
AU $21.99
NZ $24.99
SEP 2020

art writers based in London, UK.
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GAME

Genius Movies
Playing Cards
Bijou Karman
●● A set of playing cards featuring portraits of
famous movie stars and directors, following up
on the success of Genius Music and Art
●● The 4 suits will feature geniuses of action,
romance, sci-fi and horror
●● Uses normal playing card suits, numbers and court
cards: can be used in exactly the same way as
standard playing cards
Bring some stardust to your card table with 54
of the most influential movie directors and stars,
arranged into four suits: Hearts = Romance, Clubs =
Drama, Diamonds = Crime, Spades = Sci-fi. Includes
illustrations of all the big names, from Alfred
Hitchcock and Orson Welles to Sofia Coppola and
Samuel L. Jackson – plus two jokers: Wes Anderson
and Charlie Chaplin.
AUTHOR

Bijou Karman is an illustrator based
in Los Angeles. Bijou is inspired by
nostalgia, strong women, plants and a
love of print and bright colours.

INFO

978 1 78627 712 1
54 cards in box
91 x 66 mm
AU $16.99
NZ $18.99
SEP 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Genius Art, Genius Music, Genius Writers

GAME

Genius TV
Playing Cards
Rachelle Baker
●● A set of playing cards featuring portraits of stars
and creators of TV box sets and sitcoms, following
up on the success of Genius Music and Art
●● The four suits will feature geniuses of crime, fantasy
and sci-fi, drama and comedy shows
●● Uses normal playing card suits, numbers and court
cards: can be used in exactly the same way as
standard playing cards
Bring some drama to your card table with 54 of
the most influential TV stars and series creators,
arranged into four suits: Hearts = Comedy, Clubs =
Drama, Diamonds = Crime, Spades = Fantasy &
Sci-fi. Includes illustrations of all the big names,
from George R. R. Martin and David Simon to
Elisabeth Moss and Sarah Jessica Parker.
AUTHOR

Rachelle Baker is a multi-disciplinary
artist from Detroit, MI, who works across
illustration, comics, screenprinting,
video art and music. Recent clients
include the New York Times, Abrams Books
and Little, Brown. 		

INFO

978 1 78627 713 8
54 cards in box
91 x 66 mm
AU $16.99
NZ $18.99
SEP 2020
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GAME

Royal Bingo
		

Illustrations by Holly Exley

●● Play bingo with 64 royal icons, from William and
Kate to Sultan Abdul Halim of Malaysia, including
representatives from 18 international royal families
●● New version now includes Meghan Markle instead
of Prince Andrew
●● An accompanying booklet reveals the full stories of
the romances and rebels of each royal court
This majestically illustrated bingo game features
portraits of 64 royal icons from around the world. Spot
famous faces like William and Kate, or meet some less
familiar figures such as the playboy prince Wenzeslaus
of Liechtenstein. Royal Bingo brings a fun twist to the
traditional game, with all the European royal families
represented, along with some more exotic courts
such as Jordan, Brunei and Malaysia. Each royal is
further brought to life in the accompanying booklet,
which details their personalities, foibles, gaffes and
romances. Who will reign supreme?
I S B N 978-1-78627-023-8

AUTHOR

Holly Exley is an illustrator and
watercolour enthusiast, based in

02999

INFO

978 1 78627 023 8

Derbyshire, UK. She has illustrated Match

Boxed game

a Leaf and Ocean Bingo for Laurence King

262 x 236 mm

(among other products), while her other

AU $35.00

clients include Lonely Planet and The Wall
Street Journal.

9

781786 270238

NZ $39.99
AUG 2020
ALSO AVAILABLE

Bird Bingo, Bug Bingo, Cat Bingo,
Dog Bingo, Monkey Bingo, Ocean Bingo
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GAME

Queens
Drag Queen Playing Cards
		

Daniela Henríquez

●● A standard deck of playing cards featuring
illustrations of iconic drag queens for the
court cards
●● Divided into 4 suits: Living for It, Fabulous, Legendary
and Call Me Mother
●● A celebration of the world’s most outrageous,
creative, extravagant, weird and wonderful
contemporary drag artists
Enter the world of huge hair, sparkling make-up,
glitter galore, fake eyelashes and … the fine art of the
tuck and tape, with these drag queen playing cards!
Featuring 14 of the most famous, most beautiful and
most outrageous queens from across the carnival
court of drag, this deck is sure to liven up your next
game of canasta. Not just for fabulous queens and
drag enthusiasts, but for anyone interested in the
culture surrounding it.
AUTHOR

Daniela Henríquez is an illustrator based
in Chile.

INFO

978 1 78627 705 3
54 cards in box
93 x 68 mm
AU $16.99
NZ $18.99
SEP 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Game of Queens
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GIFT
GIFT

Inside the
Chocolate Factory
A
A Movie
Movie Jigsaw
Jigsaw
Little
Little White
White Lies
Lies &
& Sharm
Sharm Murugiah
Murugiah
●●● Movie
Movie Jigsaws
Jigsaws are
are aa fun
fun way
way of
of celebrating
celebrating aa
series
series of
of iconic
iconic movies,
movies, in
in the
the same
same format
format as
as the
the
bestselling
bestselling World
World of
of Shakespeare
Shakespeare literary
literary jigsaw
jigsaw
●●● This
This 1000-piece
1000-piece puzzle
puzzle shows
shows you
you behind
behind the
the
scenes
scenes at
at the
the greatest
greatest ever
ever chocolate
chocolate factory
factory in
in
marvellous,
marvellous, scrumptious
scrumptious detail
detail
●●● Spot
Spot aa huge
huge cast
cast of
of famous
famous characters
characters and
and movie
movie
and
and book-related
book-related objects
objects and
and people
people as
as you
you build
build
the
the puzzle
puzzle
●●● Includes
Includes Charlie
Charlie and
and the
the Chocolate
Chocolate Factory
Factory facts
facts
on
on aa fold-out
fold-out poster
poster
Piece
Piece together
together the
the world
world of
of Willy
Willy Wonka’s
Wonka’s famous
famous
chocolate
chocolate factory
factory in
in this
this candy-coated
candy-coated puzzle.
puzzle.As
As
weird
weird and
and wonderful
wonderful as
as Wonka’s
Wonka’s vision,
vision,the
the surreal
surreal
illustration
illustration references
references the
the 1971
1971 film
film as
as well
well as
as Roald
Roald
Dahl’s
Dahl’s original
original book,
book, at
at the
the same
same time
time throwing
throwing open
the
doors
of theof
factory
to include
real-life
characopen
the doors
the factory
to include
real-life
ters
(some stranger
than fiction)
so you can
spot
characters
(some stranger
than fiction)
so you
can
aspot
kaleidoscopic
cast of
characters
and details
as as
a kaleidoscopic
cast
of characters
and details
you
you build
build the
the puzzle.
puzzle. From
From chocolate
chocolate fountains
fountains and
and
lickable
lickable wallpaper
wallpaper to
to Gene
Gene Wilder
Wilder and
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth II,
II,
no
no matter
matter how
how much
much of
of aa fan
fan you
you are,
are,we
we guarantee
guarantee
there
there will
will be
be some
some surprises!
surprises!
AUTHOR
AUTHOR

Sharm
Sharm Murugiah
Murugiah is
is aa commercial
commercial artist
artist
living
living and
and working
working in
in London,
London, UK.
UK.
He has worked with such clients as
He has worked with such clients as
Lucasfilm, Disney, Greenpeace, AMC,
Lucasfilm, Disney, Greenpeace, AMC,
Amblin Entertainment and Little White
Amblin Entertainment and Little White
Lies, and his book Where's the Dude is
Lies, and his book Where's the Dude is
published by Laurence King.
published by Laurence King.

INFO

978 1 78627 811
811 11
1,000 pieces in box
box
and poster
267 x 267 mm
mm
AU $24.99
£14.99
NZ $29.99
OCT
2020
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
ALSO
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The World
World of
of Shakespeare,
Shakespeare, The
The World
World of
of Frida
Frida Kahlo,
Kahlo, The
The World
World of
of Sherlock
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes
The

GIFT

Pop Art Puzzle
Illustrations by Andrew Rae
●● This 1000-piece puzzle features a madcap pop art
scene in fantastic detail, ranging through time
from the Dutch masters to Kusama's dots
●● Spot famous figures and art references as you
build the puzzle
●● Includes fun facts on a fold-out poster
Piece together the pop art universe in this jigsaw
puzzle depicting the madcap world of art from
Botticelli’s Birth of Venus to Damien Hirst’s
diamond-encrusted skull. Spot a huge collection of
art-world darlings (including Andy Warhol, Salvador
Dalí, Frida Kahlo and Yayoi Kusama) and savour a
fantastical multitude of artistic details as you build
the puzzle.
AUTHOR

Andrew Rae is an illustrator and member
of the illustration collective Peepshow.
He has worked for many clients worldwide
in advertising, print, publishing and
animation – including Where's Warhol for

INFO

978 1 78627 753 4
1000 pieces in box
267 x 267 mm
AU$24.99

Laurence King (2016). He currently lives

NZ $29.99

and works in London.

SEPT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Dream of Surrealism, The Story of Impressionism, The World of Frida Kahlo
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GIFT

Tree Vision
Know Your Trees in 30 Cards
Tony Kirkham,
illustrations by Holly Exley
●● Learn the difference between oaks, ashes,
maples and firs (among others) using these
visually striking flashcards
●● Species, varieties, seed and leaf shapes will be
imprinted on your consciousness in no time,
giving you perfect tree vision
●● A boxed reference set for nature lovers, including
interesting facts about the trees featured,
supported by the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew,
London
Do you suffer from tree blindness? Learn to read
the leaves using these flashcards and you’ll have
the differences between tree species down in no
time. Use the cards to identify your favourite trees,
or set yourself a new challenge: can you recognize
a pin oak tree from its leaf, or do you need to see its
distinctive acorns before the penny drops. Each card
includes detailed images, plus fascinating facts
about all the trees featured.
AUTHOR

Tony Kirkham is the Head of Arboretum,
Gardens & Horticulture Services, Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew, London, UK.

978 1 78627 673 5
30 cards in box
200 x 110 mm

Holly Exley is a watercolour artist based

AU $24.99

in Derbyshire, UK. She has illustrated

NZ $29.99

several products for Laurence King, most
recently Match a Leaf (2018).
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INFO

SEP 2020

GIFT

Plantfulness
or how to change your life with plants
Julie Rose Bower & Jonathan Kaplan,
illustrations by Grace Helmer
●● The houseplant trend keeps growing
●● Tips on how to help plants thrive and how to
choose the best plants for you
●● This gift focuses on the mind, body, spirit angle
of raising plants: how plants can improve your
well-being
Not just a guide to keeping your plants alive and
happy (though we’ve got that covered), Plantfulness
is about finding the perfect plant for you! These cards
will guide you through 50 houseplants that can give
back in a symbiotic relationship in which you both
thrive. From practical benefits (cleaner air, stunning
scents) to emotional ones (creative inspiration,
a sense of resilience, an appreciation of the transient
beauty of the world), Plantfulness brings mindfulness
to indoor gardening, helping you become one with
nature, no matter how busy or plant-phobic you are.
AUTHOR

Grace Helmer is a Brighton-born,

INFO

978 1 78627 726 8

London-based illustrator and artist.

50 cards in box

Jonathan Kaplan works as a clinical

159 x 119 mm

psychologist with expertise in cognitive

AU $24.99

behavioural therapy and the application
of mindfulness and meditation to
psychotherapy.

NZ $29.99
OCT 2020

Julie Rose Bower is an artist and writer
based in London.
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GAME

The Wine Game
A Card Game for Wine Lovers
Zeren Wilson,
illustrations by Cassandre Montoriol Alaux
●● Distinguish your Bordeaux from your Burgundy and
your Chianti from your Champagne – this fun card
game provides an easy and amusing way to learn
about wine varieties
●● Includes 2 packs of cards: red and white, to play
separately or together
●● Based on Happy Families, this card game is simple
to play, even while sampling your favourite wines
Learn about wines from all over the world in this
deluxe happy families game. With two decks of
cards – one for red wines, one for whites – covering
all the major wine-producing regions and some
unexpected gems, this is the perfect way to dip in
to the world of wine. Includes a booklet with brief
descriptions of each region along with some tips on
which labels to look out for.
AUTHOR

UK-based French artist Cassandre
Montoriol’s traditional ink and crayon
drawings are the toast of the fashion
publishing world. Her expressive,
hand-drawn aesthetic is reminiscent of

978 1 78627 732 9
88 cards in box
233 x 112 mm
AU $35.00

travel diaries, fashion illustration and

NZ $39.99

textile design.

OCT 2020

Zeren Wilson has spent 17 years in the
wine trade, most recently selling wine
to London restaurants and now consults
for restaurant wine lists.
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INFO

GIFT

Dream Decoder Journal
Theresa Cheung,
illustrations by Harriet Lee-Merrion
●● Companion to Dream Decoder
●● Theresa Cheung is a respected authority in
the field
●● Design and illustration style aimed at a hipper
market than the usual mind, body, spirit offerings
Ever dream that you were flying? Or being chased?
Do you wake up and wonder 'What did that mean?'
The Dream Decoder Journal gives you instructions
and helpful tips to best recall your dreams and
then gives you tools to decipher their meanings,
including interpretations of 60 of the most common
dreams, explaining what your unconscious mind
is telling you and what events or situations in your
waking life might inspire certain dreams.
This improved self-awareness can be used as a tool
to deal with challenging emotional situations or
life choices.
AUTHOR

Theresa Cheung is based in the UK and
has been researching and writing about
dreams and spirituality for 25 years.
Her numerous titles include A to Z Dream
Dictionary (2006) and 21 Rituals to
Change Your Life (2017).

INFO

978 1 78627 706 0
60 illustrations
160 pages
208 x 145 mm
AU $24.99
NZ $29.99

Harriet Lee-Merrion is an award-winning

Flexibind

illustrator based in Bristol.

AUG 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE

Dream Decoder
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GIFT

299 Cats (and a dog)
A Feline Cluster Puzzle
Léa Maupetit
●● A jigsaw with a twist: no 2 shapes are the same and
each piece is a cat (except for one that’s a dog)
●● Hours of maddening fun!
●● Charming illustrations by Léa Maupetit
Have you got what it takes to assemble all 299 cats
into a perfect puzzle? In this cunning cluster puzzle,
there are no regular jigsaw shapes: each piece takes
the outline of the cat itself. And there are 299 of
them! Plus a dog. See if you can find it!
AUTHOR

Léa Maupetit is a French illustrator living
and working in Paris. Her clients include
the New York Times and Möet Hennessy.

INFO

978 1 78627 658 2
300 pieces in box
267 x 267 mm
AU $29.99
NZ $35.00
NOV 2020
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GIFT

Superstars
Make a Galaxy of 3D Paper Stars
Paul Jackson
●● Make amazing stars and other geometric shapes
with these pre-cut and scored sheets
●● Incredibly easy to use, with instruction booklet and
link to instructional videos included in the box
●● Use as an absorbing craft activity or to make your
own home decorations for the holidays
Create a galaxy of 3D stars with these pre-cut sheets.
Superstars are simple and quick to fold; based on
geometrical solids, the forms are surprisingly sturdy.
You can make large and impressive decorations
(bring on Christmas!) as well as using as a craft
activity in itself – they can be taken apart and used
again as many times as you like! Featuring simple
instructional videos instead of complex written
instructions, these superstars will absorb both
experienced paper folders and newbies.
AUTHOR

Paul Jackson is the author of 40 books
on paper arts and crafts. He has taught
the techniques of folding on more than
150 university-level design courses in
the UK, Germany, Finland, the US, Canada
and Israel.

INFO

978 1 78627 657 5
180 cards in box
140 x 105 mm
AU $24.99
NZ $29.99
OCT 2020
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GIFT

Tattoo Tarot Journal
Diana McMahon Collis,
illustrations by Megamunden
●● Companion to Tattoo Tarot, our bestselling
tarot deck
●● Megamunden’s illustration style is popular and
Diana McMahon Collis is a respected authority
in the field
●● Design and illustration style aimed at a hipper
market than the usual tarot offerings
How do you relate to the fool? Who is the star in
your life? What is your yearly spread looking like?
Record your tarot readings and interpretations
in this new journal featuring artwork from the
bestselling deck: Tattoo Tarot. The journal includes
illustrations and meanings for all the cards for
reference use, plus space to record three, five,
and thirteen-card spreads as well as to meditate
on deeper questions. A must-have for fans of
Tattoo Tarot and for all budding tarot readers.
AUTHOR

MEGAMUNDEN is a UK-based illustrator who
has created illustrations for advertising,
fashion, product design and publishing.
He is a Senior Designer at design agency
ILoveDust.

978 1 78627 729 9
78 illustrations
160 pages
208 x 145 mm
AU $24.99

Diana McMahon Collis is a tarot consultant

NZ $29.99

and co-founder of the Tarot Association

Flexibind

of the British Isles. She has written for
numerous magazines and websites.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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INFO

Tattoo Tarot

SEP 2020

ART/ACTIVITY
ART/ACTIVITY
ART/ACTIVITY

The Tarot
Tarot
The
Colouring Book
Book
Colouring

A Personal
Growth
Colouring
Journey
Diana Growth
McMahon
Collis, Journey
A Personal
Colouring

●●
●
●
●●
●
●

illustrations
by Oliver
Munden
Diana McMahon
Collis,
Diana McMahon Collis,
illustrations by Oliver Munden
illustrations by Oliver Munden

A colouring book with a unique – and highly
popular
– theme
A colouring
book with a unique – and highly
A colouring book with a unique – and highly
popular – theme
Includes
about the tarot cards to
popular –information
theme
supplement
the colouring
experience
Includes information
about
the tarot(Why
cardsare
to
Includes information about the tarot cards to
coins
or pentacles
often yellow
in tarot?
What
supplement
the colouring
experience
(Why
are does
supplement the colouring experience (Why are
turquoise
signify? How
earth,
water
and
coins or pentacles
oftenare
yellow
in fire,
tarot?
What
does
coins or pentacles often yellow in tarot? What does
air
represented
by colour?)
turquoise
signify?
How are earth, fire, water and
turquoise signify? How are earth, fire, water and
air represented by colour?)
●● Follows
up on the
air represented
bysuccess
colour?)of Megamunden's Tattoo
Tattoo
Flash
Colouring BookTattoo
and
● Colouring
Follows upBook,
on the
success
of Megamunden's
● Follows up on the success of Megamunden's Tattoo
Tattoo
Tarot
card
deck Flash Colouring Book and
Colouring
Book,
Tattoo
Colouring Book, Tattoo Flash Colouring Book and
Tattoo Tarot card deck
Tattoo Tarot card deck
From the creator of the bestselling Tattoo Colouring
Book,
The creator
Tarot Colouring
Book features
images
From the
of the bestselling
Tattoo
Colouring
From the creator of the bestselling Tattoo Colouring
from
Munden's
equally
successful
Tattoo
Book,Oliver
The Tarot
Colouring
Book
features images
Book, The Tarot Colouring Book features images
Tarot
specially
redesigned
for successful
colouring. From
from Oliver
Munden's
equally
Tattoothe
Tarot
from Oliver Munden's equally successful Tattoo Tarot
golden
lion
symbolising
the fertile
specially
redesigned
for Strength
colouring.toFrom
the golden
specially redesigned for colouring. From the golden
green
of The World,
tarot imagery
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with
lion symbolising
Strength
to the fertile
green of
The
lion symbolising Strength to the fertile green of The
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and colouring
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in the
World, tarot imagery
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significance,
World, tarot imagery is bursting with significance,
intricate
details.
Follow
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the fooldetails.
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and colouring
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will delight
in theofintricate
and colouring fans will delight in the intricate details.
he
undertakes
his tarot
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Follow
in the steps
of the
fool asfrom
he undertakes
Follow in the steps of the fool as he undertakes
and
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tofrom
completion
andand
perfection,
asto
his tarot
journey
innocence
ignorance
his tarot journey from innocence and ignorance to
you
colour your
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completion
andway
perfection,
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colour your
way
completion and perfection, as you colour your way
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book
form. growth journey in book form.
throughin
this
personal
through this personal growth journey in book form.
AUTHOR
AUTHOR
AUTHOR

MOliver
Munden, aka
aka Megamunden works
Oliver Munden,
works as
as a
Oliver Munden, aka Megamunden works as a
a
tattooistatatRock
RockSteady
SteadyTattoo
Tattoo on
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tattooist
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of England,
England,as
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south coast of England, as well as taking
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on commercial
commercial artwork
artworkprojects.
projects.
on commercial artwork projects.
Diana
Diana McMahon
McMahon Collis
Collis is
is aa tarot
tarot consultant
consultant
Diana McMahon Collis is a tarot consultant
and
and co-founder
co-founder of
of the
the Tarot
Tarot Association
Association
and co-founder of the Tarot Association
of
of the
the British
British Isles.
Isles. She
She has
has written
writtenfor
for
of the British Isles. She has written for
numerous
numerous magazines
magazines and
and websites.
websites.
numerous magazines and websites.

INFO
INFO
INFO

9778
78627 809
809 88
978 11 78627
978 1 78627 809 8
78
78 illustrations
illustrations
78 illustrations
96
96 pages
pages
96 pages
289
289 xx 210
210 mm
mm
289 x 210 mm
AU
$19.99
paperback
paperback
NZ
$21.99
£9.99
£9.99
Paperback
OCT 2020
OCT 2020
OCT 2020

ALSO AVAILABLE
ALSO
ALSO AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE

Tattoo Tarot, Tattoo Colouring Book, Tattoo Flash Colouring Book
Tattoo
Tattoo Tarot,
Tarot, Tattoo
Tattoo Colouring
Colouring Book,
Book, Tattoo
Tattoo Flash
Flash Colouring
Colouring Book
Book
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GIFT

The World of
Sherlock Holmes
A Jigsaw Puzzle
Nicholas Utechin,
illustrations by Doug John Miller
●● This 1000-piece puzzle features Sherlock Holmes’s
London in glorious detail
●● Spot famous characters, crime-solving clues
and historical figures as you build the puzzle
●● Includes fun Sherlock facts on a fold-out poster
Piece together the world of Sherlock Holmes in this
detailed jigsaw puzzle depicting the London of his
day. As you build the puzzle you can spot a variety
of locations (such as 221B Baker Street), fictional
characters (from the hound at Baskerville Hall to
Moriarty, Holmes and Dr. Watson), crime-solving
clues and – last but not least – real historical figures
such as Arthur Conan Doyle himself, Queen Victoria
and J.M. Barrie, among others.
AUTHOR

Nicholas Utechin is the official
historian of the Sherlock Holmes Society
of London and author of numerous books on
Sherlock Holmes.

978 1 78627 749 7
1000 pieces in box
267 x 267 mm
AU $19.99

Doug John Miller is a London-based

NZ $21.99

illustrator, whose drawings experiment

AUG 2020

with surreal and fantastical architecture.
Previous clients include the New York
Times, WIRED, Empire and the Atlantic.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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INFO

The World of Shakespeare

Contacts
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Contacts & Distribution
GENERAL ENQUIRIES

TRADE DISTRIBUTION AND ACCOUNTS

Laurence King Publishing
4th Floor
361-373 City Road
London
EC1V 1LR
T + 44 (0)20 7841 6900
F + 44 (0)20 7841 6910
E enquiries@laurenceking.com
www.laurenceking.com

UK and all other territories in Export
(except THA and Roli Books territories)

Sales and Marketing
For sales or marketing information,
please contact: sales@laurenceking.com
Publicity
For press copies please contact:
press@laurenceking.com
Academic
For inspection copies please contact:
inspectioncopies@laurenceking.com
Editorial Submissions
Please send ideas and contributions to:
commissioning@laurenceking.com
SALES REPRESENTATION
Please see the following page for sales
representation contact details by territory.
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Hachette UK Distribution
Hely Hutchinson Centre
Milton Road
Didcot
OX11 7HH
T: + 44 1235 759 555
E: hukdcustomerservices@hachette.co.uk
US
Our books are distributed in the US,
Canada, Central and South America and
Mexico by Chronicle Books.
Chronicle Books
680 Second Street
San Francisco, CA, 94107
T: 415-537-4200
E: hello@chroniclebooks.com
www.chroniclebooks.com

Representatives
Sales in Australia and New Zealand are
represented by:
Thames & Hudson Australia
11 Central Boulevard
Portside Business Park
Port Melbourne VIC 3207
T: +61 3 9646 7788
E: Enquiries@thameshudson.com.au
Sam Lawson
National Sales Manager
Thames & Hudson Australia
E: s.lawson@thameshudson.com.au
Louise Lawson
Key Accounts Manager
E: l.lawson@thameshudson.com.au
Glenn Newman
Account Manager (NSW)
M: +61 419 898 531
E: gnewman@mac.com
Kaitlyn Godfrey
Account Manager (VIC/TAS)
M: +61 419 895 209
E: k.godfrey@thameshudson.co.au
Matt Nagle
Sales Agent (GLD)
T: +61 7 3393 6140
M: +61 417 633 668
E: matt@tartanbooks.com.au

Roger Carson
Account Manager (New Zealand)
T: +64 9 276 1881
M: +64 21 589 100
E: thnz@xtra.co.nz
Gary Shannon
Sales Agent (North Island)
T:+64 2 1289 8310
E: garysh@xtra.co.nz
Dennis Morgan
Sales Agent (North Island)
T:+64 2 1284 8788
E: dennismorgan@xtra.co.nz
Jeremy Bliss
Sales Agent (South Island)
T: +64 2 7494 7473
E: southislandbooks@xtra.co.nz

Publicity
For press copies and enquiries please contact Bianca Jafari,
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b.jafari@thameshudson.com.au
+61 (0)3 8640 0274

Angela Stannard
Sales Agent (WA)
M: +61 402 410 863
E: astannard@bigpond.com.au
Liz Christie
Sales Agent (SA)
T: +61 417 825 945
E: l.christie@thameshudson.com.au
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Follow us on Twitter: @laurencekingpub
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